Quick Ideas for ice-breakers,
games and short activities
These ideas have been tried by Chatterbooks group leaders in schools and libraries. There are lots of
ice-breaker activities you can choose but these are all related to books and authors. Often children
may not arrive all at the same time so it can be useful to have an activity going that everyone can join
in with as they arrive. Older pupils enjoy running these activities which allows the group leader to
greet members as they arrive. You might also like to play warm-up games as your first activity when
everyone has arrived to get the group going and everyone feeling comfortable speaking in a group.
Or you can use these ideas if children finish the creative activities early. They also work well for
celebration events or Chatterbooks parties. These activities will take about 5 minutes.
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Hangman with book titles
or characters
Take turns with the children to choose
the word.

Author Bingo
Encourages familiarity with authors and
illustrators
Choose four authors and write them down
in a 4 x 4 grid.
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Group leader, older helper or member
pulls out author names from the hat.
First one to cross off all their four names is the winner.

Twenty Questions
One member thinks of a character from a book that the whole group knows. The rest of the
group asks this member questions to try and find out who he or she is. They can only answer
yes or no to the group’s questions. If the group hasn’t guessed after 20 questions, the
member who is the character is the winner.

Which book character am I?
Write the name of well-known book characters on a post-it note or stickers and stick on
willing members foreheads. Everyone walks around asking questions of each other that can
only be answered yes or no until everyone has guessed which character they are. This works
best with groups that know a good number of characters.
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Quick Ideas for ice-breakers,
games and short activities
Book quizzes: Name that book
Divide into two teams. Everyone writes down three to five things about a book they think
everyone might know but doesn’t give the title or the author. Ban certain books that you
think everyone will choose. Collect the pieces of paper into two team piles. Hold a quiz.
Each team has 5 seconds to guess the book from the clues. One point for the title, one
point for the author.

Photo quizzes: Guess the author
Print off photos of children’s authors. Put the pictures on a wall and number each picture.
Give members a sheet of paper with numbers on and get them to write the name of the
author beside the number.

Photo quizzes: Guess the character
As above but print off pictures of characters from books. Put the pictures on a wall and
number each picture. Give members a sheet of paper with numbers on and get them to
write the name of the character beside the number. Make this harder by not showing all of
the character.

Simon Says “ Touch your head’ …or
Harry Potter Says or Horrid Henry Says or Judy Moody Says
“Touch your head!” etc.

Roll the die – Favourite things
Think of six categories like ‘favourite hero or heroine’, ‘favourite animal’, ‘favourite baddie’,
‘favourite book’, ‘favourite fairy tale’, and ‘favourite author’ and give each one a number
(1-6). Write the categories and numbers on the board so everyone can see. Give everyone a
chance to think of their favourites. Everyone rolls the die one by one and gives their answer
for the category linked to the number they roll.

